User Interface Middleware

April 16, 2015
Tracking number QM001687304: UIM: PTFs erroneously made available

BMC is alerting users to a problem in the User Interface Middleware product component. The following products are affected by this problem:

- Backup and Recovery Solution *for IMS*
  - CHANGE ACCUMULATION PLUS
  - IMAGE COPY PLUS
  - RECOVERY MANAGER *for IMS*
  - RECOVERY PLUS *for IMS*
- BMC Application Accelerator *for IMS*
- BMC System Administration *for IMS*
  - BMC Log Analyzer *for IMS*
  - DELTA PLUS
  - DELTA PLUS VIRTUAL TERMINAL
  - Energizer *for IMS Connect*
  - EXTENDED TERMINAL ASSIST PLUS (ETA)
  - Message Advisor *for IMS*
- BMC Workbench *for DB2*
- MainView products that use MainView Explorer
- MAXM Database Advisor *for IMS*
- MAXM Reorg/Online *for IMS*

### Issue

The following PTFs were erroneously made available on eFix. These PTFs are part of an enhancement that is scheduled to go out on May 6, 2015.

- BPJ0895
- BPJ0896
- BPJ0897
- BPJ0904
- BPJ0953
- BPJ0955
Resolution

To resolve this problem, do not install the PTFs. If you have installed them, they will not cause any problems.

When the enhancement is made available, a technical bulletin will announce it. The technical bulletin will explain the enhancement and how to implement it.

Note

If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.